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Government Issue "Live 1985" (MVD)
By Jeff Dean
Friday. Jun 17, 12:14 AM
As good as being there. 

I always wonder where footage like this comes from. 20 years, this has been sitting around, taking space up on somebody’s 
shelf. When I see videos like this, it always makes me wonder what other videos are out there that people have forgotten 
about. Lucky for us, someone remembered they had this laying around. I don’t want to say these are the best GI shows or 
my favorite line-up that the band had (inert yet another J. Robbins plug from yours truly here – ed.), but this footage is 
amazing! It is filmed well, and the picture quality is perfect. It’s so great to see a young John Stabb jumping around going 
nuts. I never got see GI, but watching this DVD comes close. Definitely worth checking out!
www.musicvideodistributors.com
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Kultur Shock "Kultura-Diktatura" (Kool Arrow)
Sweet mother of holy Christ!
Aimee Mann "The Forgotten Arm" (Superego)
Reminders of a time when songs simmered in the smells of hometowns and lives in motion.
Johnathan Rice "Trouble is Real" (Warner Bros.)
For lack of a non-overused word: incredible.
Napalm Death "The Code is Red... Long Live the Code" (Century Media)
Forever a beacon of excellence.
Audra Kubat "Since I Fell in Love With the Music" (Times Beach)
A soul who bleeds for the sake of expression.

 

NOFX
7" Club: installment two (March '05).
Audra Kubat "Since I Fell in Love With the Music" (Times Beach)
Genuine down to the very marrow of her bones.
Corrosion Of Conformity "In the Arms of God" (Sanctuary)
An interview with guitarist/vocalist Pepper Keenan.
Caribou / Junior Boys
live at The Middle East Downstairs (Cambridge, MA) May 3rd, 2005.
Update to the world!
John Chavez of Vehemence checks in with an update on the band.
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